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Abstract 
This MQP report examines the issue of copper recycling and its associated waste 
stream at the National Grid Investment Recovery Facility. The objective of the project 
was to perform a financial analysis on an industrial copper granulator and to turn the 
machine waste into a salable commodity. The team approached this problem using 
axiomatic design, interviews, historical data and invoices, vendor consultations, and 
cost-benefit analyses. Results showed that the rubber insulation waste from the machine 
is contaminated with lead but could be purified using electrostatic separation. This 
separation would result in a drastic reduction in waste removal costs and also enable the 
insulation to be sold on the commodities market. In conclusion, the team recommends 
that National Grid install an electrostatic separator to remove the impurities. The new 
process is projected to provide the company with additional revenue from savings of 
approximately $          and generate profit of approximately $           annually.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The National Grid Investment Recovery and Recycling Services facility, located 
in Liverpool, New York is a division of the company that specializes in processing 
decommissioned equipment, such as raw materials, vehicles, and tools. The facility 
assesses their present monetary value, and either sells, recycles, redeploys, or disposes of 
them to minimize surplus inventory and maximize company revenue​ ​(Investment 
Recovery Manager, Personal Communication). The facility owns and operates an 
industrial copper and aluminum granulator daily, which processes pole line material and 
overhead wire into copper and aluminum granules. These granules are then sold on the 
commodity market and are the largest source of revenue for the facility​ ​(Investment 
Recovery Manager, Personal Communication).  
1.1 Problem Statement 
In recent years, the granulator has brought about high maintenance costs and 
National Grid decided to replace the machine with a new one. Part of the focus of this 
project was to analyze and make improvements to the processes in place to source a new 
machine. The granulator also produces rubber insulation waste called “fluff”. The fluff 
waste is currently being disposed and is costly to the facility. The investment recovery 
group at National Grid asked our team to analyze the costs associated with the insulation 
waste stream and develop recommendations to turn the fluff into a profitable commodity. 
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They also asked the team to help develop strategies for sourcing improvement for 
machine replacement. Axiomatic design and cost-benefit analyses were used to 
accomplish these objectives. 
1.2 Project Goals 
The goals for this project were to: 
1. Understand the sourcing processes National Grid uses for acquiring and 
replacing machinery 
2. Understand the investment recovery facility processes of copper granulation 
including component parts, drawings, inputs, outputs, lab testing, and waste 
removal 
3. Improve the efficiency of granulator replacement sourcing process 
4. Analyze historical waste removal data and generate a time vs. cost savings 
analysis 
1.3 Project Deliverables 
The following items were delivered by the team: 
1. Throughput data and machine constraint document 
2. Financial analysis of “fluff” insulation waste stream 
3. Recommendations for cost reduction and increased revenue 
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1.4 Project Scope 
The team reviewed all available invoices, purchase orders, lab results, facility and 
machine drawings, sourcing software, and also consulted external vendors to obtain these 
deliverables. This project compiled throughput data and machine constraints to expedite 
the granulator sourcing event and determine the best process for increasing revenue from 
commodity sales at the facility.  
1.5 Project Timeline 
This project was completed over the course of A term 2017 and B term 2017. 
A-term 2017 began on August 24, 2017 and B-term 2017 concluded on December 15, 
2017. The majority of our focus during A-term consisted of research, data mining, and 
problem solving, whereas B-term consisted of performing cost analysis, determining a 
recommendation, and writing our report. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
Our team found the following research useful in achieving our project deliverables. 
2.1 History of the National Grid Investment Recovery Facility 
In 2000, National Grid acquired Niagara Mohawk Holdings Inc., a power 
generating company located in Syracuse, New York (Banerjee, 2000). The purchase 
expanded National Grid in the New York region; prior to the purchase, Niagara Mohawk 
was the second largest electricity and gas utility company in the state of New York. One 
of Niagara Mohawk’s biggests assets was the copper granulator, located in what became 
National Grid’s Investment Recovery facility. The Investment Recovery facility now 
employs over 30 people, many of whom are hired through a partnership with Monarch, a 
local vocational employment agency that provides job opportunities for people with 
developmental disabilities. Since nascency, the facility has found use for over 25 million 
pounds of decommissioned material and brought in over $           in revenue (Investment 
Recovery Manager, Personal Communication). 
2.2 Aluminum and Copper Granulator 
In 1984, Triple/S Dynamics designed and installed the copper and aluminum 
granulator at the investment recovery facility. The machine operates five hours a day and 
processes roughly 2.5 million pounds of copper wire annually. The copper granulator is a 
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roughly eighty feet long and forty feet tall machine, which is fed manually five days per 
week. The granulated copper and aluminum is then resold on the commodities market. 
Figure 1 below shows the flow of the component processes that transform the wire inputs 
into commodity and insulation waste outputs. This process is further explained later on in 
this report. Machine component drawings are shown in Appendix A. 
 
  
Figure 1: Flow diagram of granulator functions 
2.3 Lean Manufacturing 
Lean manufacturing is a methodical procedure of running a process with the 
intention of eliminating all waste. Time, money, or resources could all be considered 
forms of waste. Lean manufacturing creates more value overall, while diminishing the 
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amount of resources (Towill, 2010). It can also reduce the number of employees needed 
for a process if automation can improve the effectiveness. Ultimately, lean manufacturing 
is intended to improve the efficiency and profitability of a company’s process.  
2.4 Axiomatic Design 
Axiomatic design is a hierarchical decomposition process intended to reduce 
unnecessary iterations during design activities (Baldwin, 1994). The resulting coupling 
matrix shows the interactions between the design parameters and functional 
requirements. The method uses two design axioms, the Independence Axiom and the 
Information Axiom, as its governing principles (Suh, 2001). The Independence Axiom 
states that the process must maintain the independence of the functional requirements 
(FRs). The Information Axiom demands that the design uses the least amount of 
information content possible. Axiomatic design begins by taking a set of customer needs 
(CNs) and creating FRs that represent them in the proposed system. The sum of FRs 
address all of the needs that the design solution must incorporate. The functional 
requirements are complemented by design parameters (DPs), as shown in Figure 2, that 
exist as physical means to achieving to the FRs. Lastly, the process variables (PVs) are 
the manufacturing processes that go into creating the DPs that are chosen for the design 
solution (Suh, 2001; Towner, 2013).  
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Figure 2: Axiomatic design map (Source: Axiomatic Design Technology, n.d.) 
 
The top-down approach to synthesize the system breaks down each functional 
requirement into “children” that represent individual components of the “parent” FR. 
Each FR is cross examined with each DP to create a design matrix, similar to the one 
shown below in Figure 3. Any FRs that are affected by a given DP are marked with an X 
and considered to be coupled. Using these couplings, the designer of the system can 
decide the structural hierarchy of the process. (Suh, 2001; Towner, 2013).  
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Figure 3: An example of a decomposed axiomatic design matrix (Source: Suh, 2001) 
 
Seven Wastes of Lean Manufacturing  
In an attempt to become a lean process, cost reduction opportunities are often 
found within waste. According to Ohno, there are seven wastes in manufacturing that can 
decrease the speed of a process and increase the cost of production (Ohno, 1988). The 
seven wastes shown below are known by the acronym: TIMWOOD (George, 2010). 
These opportunities for cost reduction are able to be seen within a process through 
extensive analysis.  
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T - Transportation: Transportation refers to the movement of any process inputs, 
active processes, or outputs of the system. The waste is normally due to the layout of the 
system. If a facility is not strategically set up to optimize production, then the system 
could have waste that raise costs and lower production. Companies often face 
transportation wastes because they are restricted by the infrastructure, forcing employees 
to transport parts of the process.  
I - Inventory: Inventory waste is physical inventory that is not being used in the 
process. The inventory can consist of raw materials or finished goods; anything that is not 
being sold or processed. Inventory waste can be a result of mismanaging production or a 
lack of understanding the customer.  
M - Motion: Unnecessary physical movement of employees is considered motion 
waste. Different from transportation waste, motion waste is specific to employees moving 
themselves, rather than moving something else. For example, if an employee has to walk 
to the other side of a factory to log data into a computer. This unnecessary motion can 
create possible delays, defects in production, or increase employee health risks. 
W - Waiting: Waiting waste refers to any interruption in the flow of the process. 
If a process requires unnecessary waiting time for the customer, then there is opportunity 
for improvement. For example, if a customer has to wait two weeks to receive their order, 
whereas a competitor only requires one week, the company will lose business. By 
identifying the causes of delay and constraints within the process, a company can 
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improve their value-add time, lower production costs, increase customer satisfaction and 
in turn increase profit.  
O - Overproduction: Overproduction is the act of producing much more of a 
product than the customer demand. This waste can result from having a poor 
understanding of the existing market. Companies can overproduce their products if their 
process is not designed correctly or regularly controlled, due to changes in demand. 
O - Overprocessing: The act of overprocessing is delivering more to the customer 
than what they want. Adding more value to a product does not always yield more return. 
For example, a company produces umbrellas for $10 each, selling them at the market on 
rainy days for $20. Of their manufacturing costs, it costs $5 to print the design on the 
outside. The company profits are $10 per umbrella sale. However, if they did not print the 
design on the outside, and continued to sell the umbrellas at $20 each, their profits would 
increase by 50%. The printed design can be seen as over processing, because the 
customer will still buy the umbrella if it is raining; the design does not alter the 
functionality of keeping the customer dry. Understanding the customer need throughout 
an entire process is key to avoiding overprocessing. 
D - Defects: Lastly, defects are errors in production that result in faulty products 
reaching consumers. Depending on the product, defect can result in grave consequences 
for the company financially. For example, from 2009 to 2011, Toyota recalled 14 million 
vehicles due to “unintended acceleration” (Bagley, 2016). There was a recurring issue of 
the floor mats getting stuck between the gas pedal. Toyota was forced to recall the 
vehicles, pay massive fines to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and 
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faced litigation from insurance companies and vehicle owners involved in accidents. 
Companies can become more lean by increasing their inspection costs. This creates 
lowers their defects per million opportunities (DPMO) rate, sequentially lowering rework 
and repair costs, and increasing customer satisfaction. (Ohno, 1988; George, 2010). 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
The team used the following materials and methods to approach the problem statement. 
3.1 Site Visits 
The team travelled on multiple occasions to National Grid’s Investment Recovery 
facility in Liverpool, New York. On these visits, we were able to observe the granulation 
process both while dormant and in operation. This allowed us to gain a better 
understanding of the day to day efforts that go into the granulation of copper. Most 
importantly, it allowed us to understand why the waste was being created. 
3.2 Interviews  
Many interviews were conducted throughout the duration of this project. 
Investment recovery managers at the facility were able to educate the team on how each 
component of the machine operates as well as the inputs and outputs of the process. They 
also helped the team to understand the current system in place for non-hazardous and 
hazardous waste removal at the facility. Interviews with environmental engineers were 
valuable in determining the material composition of the insulation waste. The team also 
interviewed project managers and procurement buyers from National Grid to understand 
the strict procedures that they must follow in financing a project like this one. 
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3.3 Internal Software and Procedures 
The team spent time navigating National Grid’s internal procurement processes to 
better understand the project plan and timeline occurring in parallel to our project. 
Learning the time constraints and approval process required to move the granulator 
replacement forward led us to place our efforts into improving efficiency of the RFP 
(Request for Proposal) process and minimizing wasted time. An RFP is typically a 
package of documents that a company uses to provide a project statement, a scope of 
work, and other supporting documents to a base of suppliers capable of completing it. 
The team created a data sheet outlining all of the machine requirements and spatial 
constraints that the replacement granulator must meet, which National Grid distributed in 
the RFP package. 
3.4 Invoices and Lab Results 
We used invoices from landfill shipments and hazardous waste disposal facilities 
to obtain costs for our financial analysis (see Appendix I). The team also received 
chemical test results from an environmental waste analysis lab that provided us with the 
concentration of metal contaminants that was acceptable in a container of insulation 
waste in order to pass as non-hazardous. An example of a TCLP lab result is located in 
Appendix B. 
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3.5 Vendor Consultation 
In conjunction with our own research, the team reached out to several rubber 
recycling and manufacturing firms, as well as industry leaders in metal separation 
technology. These discussions provided the team with a deep understanding of the 
different methods used for metal sorting and purification. They also gave the team an 
understanding of the regional market for recyclable commodities in upstate New York.  
3.6 Acclaro® 
To create our axiomatic design decomposition and coupling matrix, the team used 
a software named Acclaro​®​. Acclaro® was created by a company called Functional 
Specs, Inc (Acclaro® Software DFSS, 1998). It has a friendly user-interface, shown in 
Figure 4, that enables users to model design problems for tools, systems, and services and 
works to generate solutions for them.  
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Figure 4: Acclaro® software interface (Source: Acclaro® Software DFSS, 1998) 
 
 
The Acclaro® software interface allows the user to easily modify their 
decomposition and coupling matrix. The blue boxes state that the corresponding FR and 
DP are coupled. This enables the user to view and edit the hierarchical structure of the 
process, helping to optimize the chosen solution.  
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Chapter 4: Results 
The following are our team’s findings in improving the granulator sourcing 
process and minimizing the cost for waste removal at the investment recovery facility. 
4.1 Understanding National Grid’s sourcing process 
The National Grid team also asked for our help in preparing their RFP document 
to send out to potential suppliers. In order to accomplish this, we needed to familiarize 
ourselves with the internal processes in place within National Grid as well as the base of 
potential vendors that could accomplish the construction and installation of this machine. 
We were able to gain access to National Grid’s sourcing database called Ariba®, which is 
an application developed by SAP®. We spent time navigating the platform and learning 
its functions. Understanding how to use the platform enabled us to view the process that 
upper management was using to approve the project. After reviewing the approved 
project proposal and timeline, we learned that there was an aggressive timeline associated 
with this project, in an effort to ensure the project spend was associated with the 
upcoming fiscal year. This meant that the RFP would need to be assembled and 
distributed by November 1st of this year (Senior Buyer, Personal Communication). Other 
important information that we gained from the Ariba® system was that the internal 
stakeholders associated with the project preferred the selection of a single source vendor 
capable of delivering a turnkey system. The project also requested that any modifications 
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to the baghouse be limited to $         (National Grid’s Strategic Sourcing Process, 2017). 
This would prove to be an important constraint to our cost analyses for waste removal 
solutions later on in the project. 
4.2 Understanding the granulation process 
We learned that the process begins with loading bales of wire coil and 
free-flowing pieces of wire into the rotagator, or “pre-shredder.” It is the responsibility of 
Operator 1 to load the rotagator via a manually operated forklift, as seen in Figure 5. The 
hydraulically powered rotagator uses stainless steel chops to cut up the wire inputs into 
smaller scrap wire parts within minutes. This is necessary to reduce the strain put onto the 
primary granulator further down the process. These pre-chopped pieces of wire are then 
dropped onto a vibratory infeed shaker table, as shown in Figure 6.  
 
Figure 5: Rotagator being loaded by forklift to begin the granulation process 
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Figure 6: Shaker table sifts the smaller chopped wire, before entering the primary 
granulator. Large pieces of steel are removed by an operator. 
The table transports the chopped wire to the primary granulator with at high 
speeds with minimal assistance by the operators. The wire then passes through the 
primary granulator, where it is more finely chopped into 1-2 inch lengths. From there, the 
wire passes under a magnetic separator before being transported to the bucket elevator. 
This magnet removes the steel contaminates from the chopped wire in order to reduce 
wear-and-tear on the secondary granulator and deposits them in a cardboard box along 
the side of the machine. Figure 7 shows how the steel-free wire chops are now lifted by a 
bucket elevator and deposited into the secondary granulator. 
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Figure 7: Bucket elevator lifts the material to the second granulator 
This second granulator further refines the wire to the size of the hole located on 
the inner discharge gate, separating metal granules from the insulation granules. The 
granules then pass onto an aspirator vibrating screen that works to further separate fine 
metal particles into two size groups and separates metal from insulation waste even 
further. The two size groups of metal are stored in a dual bin silo and await operator 
release for gravity separation. Operator 2 then empties the wire and insulation pieces onto 
the gravity separator table. The operator manages air flow and vibration speeds to ensure 
the division of the pieces into three products: clean metal granules, insulation, and a 
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mixture of some metal and insulation. The mixed product goes through this process 
repeatedly until it is also separated into metal nuggets and insulation.  
 
From there, the metal granules and the insulation are nearly completely separated. 
The metal nuggets, consisting of aluminum and copper, are processed through the stoner. 
The stoner is the final quality control point of the system that separates the metal 
commodities from each other before it is ready for market, shown in Figure 8 below 
(Investment Recovery Manager, Personal Communication). 
 
Figure 8: Fine cut aluminum as a final product 
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4.3 Understanding the waste removal process 
The insulation “fluff waste” is transported from the granulator through a 210-foot 
air duct along the side of the granulator room and into the adjacent baghouse. The 
historical data readily available for the team to analyze on this process was so minimal 
that we used a measuring wheel to determine the length of the air ducts along the 
building. Figure 9 shows where the fluff leaves the duct, falling into a 30-yard roll-off 
container, which is shipped off to a landfill when full. The baghouse is nearly empty, 
except for the rollout container that fills with insulation and a second container that fills 
with dust (Investment Recovery Manager, Personal Communication). This opens up 
opportunity for machine installation as a potential solution. If a shipment contained a lead 
concentration of five parts per million or higher, it would need to be declared as 
hazardous. Through invoices and lab results, the team determined that the “fluff” 
National Grid produces is deemed hazardous waste about 30% of the time. Figure 10 
shows the metal contaminants that make up the hazardous fluff waste. The cost for 
removing this waste is significantly more expensive to the company than shipping 
non-hazardous waste. 
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Figure 9: Baghouse where the “fluff” waste is dispensed 
 
 
Figure 10: Hazardous fluff material with lead concentration over five parts per million  
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We also learned that there had been attempts at eliminating the cost of burying the 
insulation waste in a landfill by selling the fluff to recycling vendors. The vendors could 
then use it for adhesive and non-adhesive molding. National Grid managed to sell a few 
trial containers of fluff waste to two separate recycling vendors during spot market times, 
but the metal contamination did not make the waste stream desirable enough to vendors 
to build a long term revenue stream (Environmental Engineer, Personal Communication). 
Upon further discussion, the team learned that effort was abandoned due to a lack of 
available human resources as well. The marketing crew at the facility had been reduced 
from four to two employees (Investment Recovery Manager, Personal Communication). 
4.4 Determining ways to improve efficiency of sourcing process 
Knowing that National Grid’s main priority for sourcing the new machine was to 
achieve RFP distribution by November 1st, 2017, our team helped find ways to minimize 
wasted during the sourcing event. This would enable the National Grid team to stay on 
target for installation of the new machine and designate the project costs to the desired 
fiscal year. The fact that the National Grid internal sourcing team had never worked on 
installing a granulator before meant there were no pre-existing document frameworks to 
populate and speed up the procurement process. Our team worked with National Grid 
employees and potential vendors to determine the necessary constraints that the new 
machine needed to adhere to into a single concise document. The throughput data shown 
in Figure 11 below was included in RFP distribution to vendors and enabled them to most 
accurately price replacement machines while minimizing time wasted due to inefficient 
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communication between companies. A drawing of the existing granulator, found in 
Appendix C, was also provided by National Grid in the RFP. The time saved in 
compiling throughput data was a key factor in the National Grid team’s ability to meet 
their target date.  
 
Figure 11: IR granulator throughput data provided by National Grid 
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4.5 Waste removal process problem decomposition 
In order to gain a better understanding of the existing waste removal process, the 
team used the Acclaro® software to analyze the system. The team created a hierarchical 
decomposition where is National Grid’s goal to maximize revenue. National GridF R0  
desired to improve their existing copper and aluminum commodity revenue streams, but 
was not aware of the potential monetary benefits of waste removal process. The 
functional requirements for improving the waste removal process are shown in Table A. 
 
Table A: Functional requirements of decomposition 
 
The design parameters for each of the functional requirements for improving the 
waste removal process are shown in Table B.  
 
 
Table B: Design parameters for the functional requirements of the decomposition 
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We determined that our top-level functional requirement was maximizingF R )( 0  
the net present value for the fluff waste stream. Our was broken down into two parts:F R1  
being to maximize the monetary value of fluff product, and to maximizeF R1.1 F R1.2  
safety of creating fluff waste. Generating cash flow from the fluff, as well as the safety of 
the National Grid employees, remained a top priority of the company. was brokenF R2  
down into six parts, modelled after the applicable six of seven wastes of manufacturing.
was the conduction of lean waste analysis, in order to fulfill the functionalDP 2  
requirement. The decomposition can be found in Appendix D. 
● - Reduce transportation of fluff from separator to baghouseF R2.1   
○ The system that carries the fluff from the separator to the baghouse is 
unnecessarily long, due to the infrastructure of the building. By reducing 
the transportation of the fluff from the separator to the baghouse, there is 
less of a chance of the system becoming clogged, causing a maintenance 
shutdown. 
● - System for storing fluff by output conveyorDP 2.1  
○ With the installation of the new granulator, the vent system could be 
rearranged to store the fluff by the output conveyor and shorten the travel 
of the fluff.  
● - Reduce inventory of fluff sitting in warehouseF R2.2  
○ Currently, the fluff inventory causes spatial problems for the facility and 
health issues for employees. By reducing the inventory of the fluff, there 
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will be less contaminated material and more space for the operators or 
work, lowering their health risks.  
● - System for maximizing the fluff exported per saleDP 2.2  
○ This can be accomplished by creating a good relationship with a buyer. 
The companies should be in contract with each other to allow National 
Grid to maximize their exports 
● - Reduce movement of fluff wasteF R2.3  
○ The fluff waste is moved around by the employees without knowledge of 
the existing lead content in the given batch. If the movement of the fluff 
waste is reduced, the employees will face lowered health risks.  
● - System for minimizing the length of travel between the separatorDP 2.3  
○ This can be accomplished by systematizing what happens to fluff once it is 
created, such as having a set time of when it should be moved and to 
where. 
● - Reduce waiting caused by machine filter maintenanceF R2.4  
○ Waiting periods often result from maintenance on the filters. By reducing 
the waiting, operators will be able to run the granulator more often, 
increasing productivity.  
● - System for minimizing shutdowns for filter clearingDP 2.4  
○ This can be accomplished by having scheduled maintenance cleanings of 
all filters. This will prevent buildup on the filters, reducing the number 
unnecessary shutdowns. 
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● - Reduce over-processing of fluff creationF R2.5  
○ Currently, the fluff is being produced and sent out in different sized 
batches. By reducing the overprocessing of the fluff, the company will be 
able to better track their shipments. 
● - A system for efficiently separating fluff from the productDP 2.5  
○  This can be accomplished by implementing another material separation 
machine to the end of the granulation process. 
● - Reduce defects of fluff wasteF R2.6  
○ The fluff waste is considered hazardous about 30% of the time. By 
reducing this number, National Grid will save money on shipping costs to 
hazardous waste facilities.  
● - A system for reducing defects of fluff wasteDP 2.6  
○ This can be accomplished by lowering the led content in the fluff, thus 
increasing the chances of passing the TCLP tests.  
4.6 Determining ways to minimize waste removal costs 
4.6.1 TCLP Testing 
The toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) is a chemical test on a 
sample of waste that measures how well the analytes, both organic and inorganic, will 
percolate in a landfill (EPA, 2015). If there is a high concentration of a regulated 
compound in the makeup of the waste then it is considered hazardous, and can not be 
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disposed in a landfill without treatment. The lead concentration in the fluff from the 
granulator is costing National Grid more often than not. The cost to dispose of the 
non-hazardous waste is roughly $         per shipment. However, the cost of disposal for a 
shipment that was deemed hazardous (lead concentration of five parts per million or 
higher) is roughly triple the amount at around $         . Therefore National Grid is wasting 
around $          for each hazardous waste shipment. To create savings, National Grid 
could ensure the passing of the TCLP testing 100% of the time. The following separation 
methods could produce that outcome. 
4.6.2 Water Bath Separator 
 
A water bath separator uses the density of the materials in a mixture to separate its 
contents from one another, as shown in Appendix E. Using a water tank and multiple 
conveyor belts, a water bath separator allows for like material that will float along the top 
of the shallow water line to be lifted out of the mixture, and the more dense material to be 
conveyed away in a different direction (Boer, 2005). The conveyor belt process is angled 
in the water so that the floating material can easily be separated. With the fluff in the 
baghouse, a water bath separation process could be implemented to allow the rubber 
pieces to float atop the waterline and allow the metal to fall to the bottom as it is more 
dense than the rubber. 
4.6.3 Density Separator 
 
A density separator uses mechanical vibration and air fluidization to remove 
unwanted material from a mixture (Triple/S Dynamics, Inc., 2017). Currently, there is a 
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density separator in the granulator process, shown in Appendix F. Triple/S Dynamics, 
Inc. were the first to invent dry material separation equipment; the same company who 
installed the granulator that National Grid operates. Constraints of size, shape, and 
density are set by the operator in order to properly separate the mixture. National Grid 
could add a second density separator to the process, specifically located in the backhouse, 
in order to focus on the separation of material in the fluff.  
4.6.4 Magnetic Separator 
Magnetic separation uses magnetic force to remove metals from a mixture, as 
material that is not magnetic will not stick to the magnet, as shown in Appendix G. 
According to Minerals Engineering, “ferromagnetic and paramagnetic mineral particles 
will both be attracted along the lines of an applied magnetic field whereas a diamagnetic 
mineral particle will be repelled along the magnetic field lines” (Jordens et al., 2014). If a 
process was created in the baghouse where the fluff could be conveyed on a belt, directly 
under several powerful magnets, the rubber (diamagnetic) could be easily moved to a 
determined location. The magnetic field that is created should have the ability to be 
turned on and off, therefore when the magnetic force is turned off, the material can fall 
orderly back to the conveyor belt in order to be moved into a separate location.  
4.6.5 Electrostatic Separator 
 
Electrostatic separation removes crushed particles from material by using 
low-energy, electrostatic charges, utilizing the corona discharge principle (Tennal et al., 
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1999). The principle of corona discharge is the electric discharge on one conductor or 
between multiple conductors that is caused by the ionization of the surrounding gas 
(Goldman et al., 2009). This electrical charge is luminous and is often seen as a beam 
between transmission lines. The same type of electrically charged beam is used in an 
electrostatic separator to remove pieces of the material that will not conduct energy, 
shown in Figure 12 below. Having an electrostatic separator process in the baghouse 
would separate the rubber particles away from the fluff, attracting only the electricity 
conducting metals.  
 
 
Figure 12: Electrostatic separator design (Electrostatic Separation, n.d.) 
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4.7 Determining ways to maximize value add of fluff waste 
Our team discussed with managers at the facility the potential for using the 
insulation internally at National Grid, but there are no areas of the company that derive 
value from manufacturing rubber products. We then moved on to determine the 
feasibility of selling the fluff waste to a local rubber recycling vendor. We were able to 
obtain invoices from the few shipments that were sold to recycling vendors in 2014. 
These invoices were used to calculate our potential revenue analyses below. The team 
also reached out to eleven rubber recycling manufacturers throughout upstate New York. 
We believed these companies would be interested in purchasing the insulation waste from 
National Grid if we could obtain the desired purity. Most of the vendors the team 
contacted directly were not looking for new rubber suppliers. However, there were a 
couple of companies that expressed interest in developing a relationship with National 
Grid in the future, if the purity of the insulation was able to be met consistently. 
4.8 Cost benefit analysis 
4.8.1 Cost savings from hazardous waste elimination 
 
The team was able to compile and analyze 90 insulation waste invoices from the 
last few years. The facility pays to remove about 23 containers of waste​ ​annually on 
average. Of these containers, about 7 are deemed hazardous and 16 are deemed 
non-hazardous. From reviewing the invoice amounts and discussing with National Grid’s 
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environmental engineers, the team determined it costs ~$         per non-hazardous 
container removal and about $         per hazardous (Environmental Engineer, Personal 
Communication). This means that hazardous waste containers make up 29% of all waste 
shipments, but 59% of the cost of removal. This leaves potential for 41% in cost savings 
by implementing a system to ensure all waste containers are labeled as non-hazardous. 
This would result in annual savings of ~$            or ~$            over the next decade. 
4.8.2 Revenue stream creation from rubber recycling sales 
Between the provided invoices and interviews with facility managers, the team 
was able to project estimates for selling the fluff insulation to external rubber recycling 
vendors. The four trial sales the team was provided averaged in weight at 21,525 lbs per 
sale and sold at a rate of $   /lb, for a total of ~$          in revenue per container (Office 
Technician). The team reached out to 11 recycling vendors in the upstate New York area 
and through them determined that it is feasible for National Grid to establish a long term 
relationship as a rubber commodity supplier with a recycling vendor if internal resources 
were dedicated to it. 
We created a model to reflect the costs spent on waste removal as containers sold 
to a recycling vendor increases. If National Grid were to choose to not sell any containers 
of rubber insulation, they would be spending ~$          annually on container shipments to 
non-hazardous waste landfills. At the current market rate, the facility would breakeven on 
waste removal costs after selling 17 shipments, using the new system. Assuming the 
annual number of containers remains at 23, this allows for National Grid to generate up to 
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$          in revenue selling the remaining containers after breaking even. Figures 13 and 14 
below show the results of the calculations. 
 
 
Figure 13: Landfill expenses vs. recycling sales graph 
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Figure 14: Revenue stream showing the breakeven point of the rubber recycling sales 
 
The team also calculated the revenue that National Grid could bring in by selling 
all of its insulation waste to an external vendor over the next decade. The rubber and tire 
recycling industry, although considered a volatile market, is expected to grow 1.9% 
annually due to popularity of recyclable commodity markets (Peters, 2017). This increase 
in return rate over time is reflected in Figure 15. Using $    /lb as the base rate and the 
projected growth rate of 1.9% annually, the average sale price per container would 
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increase from ~ $         to ~$         over the next decade. If all fluff insulation containers 
could be sold during this time, it would result in ~$           in accrued revenue through 
2026, as shown in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 15: Forecasted return rate on rubber over the next 10 years 
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Figure 16: Revenue stream over the next 10 years from the fluff insulation 
4.8.3 Total cost of electrostatic separator ownership 
The team consulted several manufacturing firms that are familiar with waste 
separation. We provided them with throughput data, the content of the fluff insulation, 
and the concentration of metal that we needed to achieve in order to pass the TCLP test. 
To obtain our desired results, the most cost efficient machine was found to be an 
electrostatic separator (Sales Associate, Personal Communication). The team priced both 
new and used units from different vendors and came to the conclusion, with cost in mind, 
that a used Hamos 2 Stage Electrostatic Sorter would be best fit for National Grid’s 
purposes (Machine Manufacturer, Personal Communication). Currently the machine is 
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priced at $65,000 for the unit alone, not including shipping and installation (see 
Appendix H). The team contacted Alan Ross Machinery to obtain pricing for shipping, 
installation, and maintenance. Shipping and installation costs were estimated to be 
$2,500. Maintenance costs typically run about $200 annually, due to electrode 
replacements that might occur throughout the year. We added these together and 
compared the total cost of machine ownership to the savings it would bring the company, 
as shown in Figure 17. By combining the cost savings from eliminating waste removal 
with the revenue taken in from selling the insulation, the machine would be paid off 
about 10 months after purchase. 
 
 
Figure 17: Breakeven point on electrostatic separator machine 
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Over ten years, this would result in a total financial impact of roughly $ 
back in National Grid’s pocket and a 1293% return on investment. See Figure 18 below. 
 
 
Figure 18: National Grid’s total financial impact over the next 10 years 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
5.1 Coursework Application  
 
In our efforts of addressing National Grid’s waste stream costs from the 
granulator, the team used the knowledge that we had obtained from several courses over 
our tenure at WPI.  
5.1.1 BUS 3010: Creating Value Through Innovation 
One course that assisted in our process was BUS 3010: Creating Value Through 
Innovation. This course teaches students the different ways to innovate an existing 
technology, service, or process; as well as, where to look for the opportunities to 
innovate. According to Haag, in order for an innovation to be successful it must create 
value, either through financial profits or social welfare (Haag and Cummings, 2013). We 
used this thinking to create an incremental innovation of improving the efficiency of 
National Grid’s existing process. We began our process of creating an incremental 
innovation by using the technique of benchmarking. Benchmarking is the process of 
continuously measuring a system's results, in order to help identify procedures that can be 
taken to improve the system’s performance (Haag and Cummings, 2013). Our group used 
the throughput data of the granulator, provided by National Grid, in order to measure how 
much fluff waste is being created on average. We recognized that the amount of waste the 
accumulates over time was too large and costly for National Grid to ignore. Many 
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incremental innovations have come from the growth of science and technology that may 
not have existed when a process began. Therefore, our group decided to research material 
separation technology that had been developed after the installation of the granulator in 
1984. We were able to identify an excellent material separation technique to implement 
into the granulation process. The rubber, when separated from the metal material, avoids 
the need for human contact with any lead contaminated metal. Therefore, the revenue 
stream that can be created through our improvement was a successful innovation because 
it created value for the company, in both financial profit and social welfare. 
5.1.2 BUS 3020: Achieving Effective Operations 
The ongoing maintenance costs and age of the machine forced National Grid to 
examine the decision of replacing the existing granulator. Through our groups 
communication with the National Grid team, we realized the importance of maximizing 
profit to be National Grid’s overall goal. In the course BUS 3020: Achieving Effective 
Operations, students learn to analyze a process and to implement new processes within 
the constraints of the business and its resources. Our group’s main constraint that we 
faced was the physical limits of the National Grid facility. Originally, the building was 
built around the granulator in order to fit the machine. Even after a new machine is 
implemented, the waste output would still travel to the baghouse. We measured the size 
of baghouse and its existing components with a tape measure. The dimensions of the 
building constrained our group from implementing any solution that would exceed the 
physical limits of the building. The Achieving Effective Operations course focuses 
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primarily on process improvement by identifying value and eliminating waste. Our group 
used the axiomatic design method to understand the goals of the company and to know of 
any solutions would be impactful. We were able to improve profit from the waste stream 
through the use of strategic sourcing. According to Jacobs and Chase, strategic sourcing 
improves the needs of a business by developing relationships as a supplier (Jacobs and 
Chase, 2008). Our group used strategic sourcing in finding a local company that would 
purchase the rubber from National Grid’s waste stream. The rubber sales satisfy National 
Grid’s need to get rid of the waste, while generating cash flow. For the local buyer, they 
receive a salable commodity at low shipping costs.  
5.1.3 BUS 4030 Achieving Strategic Effectiveness 
Many large corporations develop and utilize their own strategies to promote smart 
decision making when faced with new challenges. There are several strategic influencers 
that companies should consider when evaluating viable solutions. Some of these 
influencers include the network of stakeholders attached to the project, any external 
competitors, investor motivations, ethical implications, operational execution, and 
financial projections (Levenson, 2015). The team witnessed many of these influencers 
occur at National Grid over the course of this project. Stakeholder consideration was 
frequently addressed during weekly project meetings. A $  million budget was approved 
for replacing the granulator and the work schedule spanned across several departments at 
National Grid, each with their own stakeholders. The associated departments included 
project management, investment recovery, procurement, facilities operation and 
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management, safety, environmental, and security. Ethical implications were discussed 
frequently during weekly team meetings. National Grid often expressed concern for the 
conditions that machine operators work in. A request to minimize air pollution and noise 
levels was added to the RFP. The team observed strategies for operational execution 
through National Grid’s use of the Strategic Sourcing Process (SSP). The SSP was 
developed by the company’s procurement employees and encompasses benchmarks 
called “gates” that the company uses to measure the progress of procurement projects. 
Each gate requires approval by project stakeholders before the project can continue. The 
SSP also incorporates a checklist that defines safety and security risks, schedules, 
negotiation strategies, and supplier scorecard rankings for individual projects (National 
Grid’s Strategic Sourcing Process, 2017). This ensures accuracy of forecasted capital 
outlay, project deliverables, and alignment to core business functions. It also promotes 
transparency across the team and delineates responsibilities to individual team members. 
Having the opportunity as students to view the core internal processes of such a large 
company was valuable in preparing for our post-academic careers. 
5.2 Axiomatic Design 
 
By incorporating the axiomatic design approach into our project, the team was 
able to better understand and analyze the granulator waste stream. It gave us the tools to 
systematically approach different methods of bringing money into the facility. At the start 
of the project, the team was focused only on reducing disposal costs. It was not until we 
broke down the objective of maximizing the net present value of the fluff waste and 
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developed functional requirements to support it, that we realized there were potential 
alternatives to solely disposing of the insulation. Incorporating lean manufacturing into 
our axiomatic design decomposition also helped the team think through ideas to minimize 
the cost of producing the insulation waste. The coupling design matrix showed the team 
that the greatest opportunity for improved efficiency of the system was in finding a 
solution to the TCLP test failure. Using the axiomatic design method helped the team to 
view the problem statement from a solution neutral perspective. 
5.3 Biggest Challenges 
 
The biggest challenge that the team faced throughout the project was the 
geographical location of the facility relative to WPI. With the Investment Recovery 
building located outside of Syracuse, NY, it slowed our understanding of the processes 
that the granulator uses. It also meant that we had to rely on emails as our main form of 
contact with the sponsor team. The team often experienced lags in response time from the 
sponsor, which a manager attributed to the facility being understaffed. Another challenge 
our team faced was the data handling processes in place at the facility. The investment 
recovery facility hasn’t been upgraded to the SAP® systems that the rest of the company 
enjoys, and are often forced to rely on pen and paper forms of data collection and sharing. 
This made it difficult for us to track down the location of invoices, drawings, and lab test 
results over the course of the project. 
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5.4 Project Changes 
When we started our project, it began as an overall evaluation of the granulation 
process. The team intended to perform cost analysis on the possibility of purchasing a 
new granulator, along with evaluating various different ways granulating copper. 
However, when the team arrived for the first time in Syracuse, NY to meet with the 
National Grid team and to see the granulator in operation, the project had taken a 
different turn. National Grid had decided that their team would create the proposal for the 
replacement of the granulator, and wanted us to focus our efforts on the fluff waste 
stream. Having refined the scope of our project, we had more background knowledge on 
the machine and were better able to understand the process as a whole. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
This project revealed that there are opportunities for National Grid to both 
significantly decrease their costs of recycled copper wire and increase their annual 
revenue from adding the sale of recycled rubber at their Investment Recovery facility. We 
recommend that the company implement a separation process to further refine the output 
of their rubber insulation and sell it on the commodity market. 
 
There were four key findings: 
1. Constraints inherent in the machine and building it is housed in, as well as the 
throughput requirements, were identified. This enabled potential vendors to 
provide their competitive pricing on replacement granulators. 
2. The elimination of hazardous waste removal costs alone would result in annual 
savings of roughly $         . 
3. Purchasing a Hamos 2 Stage Electrostatic Sorter was determined to be the most 
cost efficient solution for refining the hazardous waste needed at the facility with 
a payback period of less than one year. 
4. It is economically feasible for National Grid to sell its insulation “fluff” waste to 
external vendors on the rubber commodities market that could result in about $ 
of annual revenue and about $           in annual savings. 
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This project produced cost analyses for the sponsor team to support the decision making 
process changes for impacts to their granulation and waste removal systems. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Existing Granulator Components  
(Source: Diagram of Granulator, n.d.) 
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Appendix B: TCLP Lab Results of Fluff Waste  
(Source: Sun Environmental TCLP Lab Results, 2017) 
(Note: Personal contact information may have been removed to protect the identities of individuals) 
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Appendix C: Existing Granulator Drawing Included in RFP  
(Source: Granulator Install Diagram, n.d.) 
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Appendix D: Acclaro® Decomposition and Coupling Matrix 
(Source: Acclaro® Software DFSS, 1998)
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Appendix E: Water Bath Separator Design  
(Source: Boer, 2005) 
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Appendix F: Density Separator  
(Source: Triple/S Dynamics, Inc., 2017) 
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Appendix G: Magnetic Separator Design  
(Source: Australian Magnetic Solutions, 2004) 
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Appendix H: Quote for Hamos 2 Stage Electrostatic Separator by 
Alan Ross Machinery  
(Source: Alan Ross Financial Quote, 2017) 
(Note: Personal contact information may have been removed to protect the identities of individuals) 
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Appendix I: Invoice For A Non-Hazardous Shipment  
(Source: Invoice For Fluff Waste Shipment, 2017) 
(Note: Personal contact information may have been removed to protect the identities of individuals) 
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